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Maria Boyazny Predicts Prices for Credit Assets Will Be Volatile
in 2nd Half of2012 and 2013
LOS ANGELES, May 1, 2012/PRNewswirel -- Maria Boyazny, Founder and CEO of MB
Global Partners, speaking at the Milken Institute Global Conference in Los Angeles, predicted
today that prices for many credit assets will be volatile for the next two years.
"More negative news will continue to come from Europe during the next two years, and global
financial institutions will persist with their necessary deleveraging. Many fiscal and monetary
measures have already been spent, making additional policy responses more and more
challenging over time," said Boyazny.
This produces once-in-a-crisis opportunities for investors with capital. "This is a decade of
credit, and we are implementing a number of innovative concepts to capitalize on the global
deleveraging process," she added.
MB Global Partners is an innovative multi-manager and direct investment platform for
institutional investors focused on an array of credit dislocation and distressed strategies. The
platform encompasses all credit asset classes - corporate debt, residential mortgage
opportunities, financial institutions recaps and other special situations around the world.
Boyazny founded MB Global in partnership with G2 Investment Group, a privately-owned
financial services firm established in 2008 by Todd Morley and partners. G2 has over 75
professionals offering investment management, advisory, and other financial services to
institutional and high net worth investors around the world.
Maria Boyazny is a well-recognized expert in the field of credit and 'distressed securities,
author of several publications, a frequent conference speaker and media commentator.
Boyazny has implemented her innovative tactical approach to portfolio construction managing
over $4 billion over the past decade and delivering top-decile performance to her investors.
About MB Global
MB Global Partners is an innovative multi-manager and direct investment platform for
institutional investors focused on an array of credit dislocation and distressed strategies. The
platform encompasses all credit asset classes - corporate debt, residential mortgage
opportunities, financial institutions recaps and other special situations around the world. MB
Global has developed a pioneering dynamic portfolio construction model to allow its clients to
capitalize on the many disclocation in the current environment.
About G2 Investment Group
Founded in 2008 by Todd Morley and partners. G2 has over 75 professionals offering
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investment management, advisory, and other financial services to institutional and high net
worth clients around the world.
G2 was founded in response to the global financial crisis and the massive market dislocation
that ensued, which the firm's founders recognized as an unprecedented opportunity to create
an investment platform designed around a distinctive approach to asset allocation. This
approach starts with a macro viewpoint on economic growth and inflation trends and then
focuses on superior, 'volatility adjusted returns.
Within this framework, the firm leverages the proven talents of its senior management team
and the broad networks of its strategic global partners to design investment products that take
advantage of mispriced assets or sectors and then recruit the best investment teams to
execute the strategy.
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